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Abstrat
Blue Compat Dwarf and Dwarf Irregular galaxies are generally believed
to be unevolved objets, due to their blue olors, ompat appearane and
large gas frations. Many of these objets show an ongoing intense burst
of star formation or have experiened it in the reent past. By means of
2-D hydrodynamial simulations, oupled with detailed hemial yields
originating from SNeII, SNeIa and intermediate-mass stars, we study
the dynamial and hemial evolution of model galaxies with strutural
parameters similar to IZw18 and NGC1569. Bursts of star formation
with short duration are not able to aount for the hemial and morpho-
logial properties of these galaxies. The best way to reprodue the hem-
ial omposition of these objets is by assuming long-lasting episodes
of star formation and a more reent burst, separated from the previous
episodes by a short quiesent period. The last burst of star formation,
in most of the explored ases, does not aet the hemial omposition
of the galaxy observable in H ii regions, sine the enrihed gas produed
by young stars is in a too hot phase to be detetable with the optial
spetrosopy.
1 Introdution
Among dwarf galaxies, Blue Compat Dwarfs (BCDs) and Dwarf Irregulars
(dIrrs) are haraterized by large gas ontent and often an ative star forma-
tion (SF). They also show very blue olors and low metalliities and are there-
fore ommonly believed to be poorly evolved systems. They are onsequently
ideal targets to study the feedbak between star formation and interstellar
medium. They have also been suggested to be the loal ounterparts of faint
blue objets deteted in exess at z ∼ 1 (Babul & Rees 1992; Lilly et al. 1995).
It has reently beome lear that most of these objets show the presene
of stars of intermediate-old age (Kunth & Östlin 2000), but their importane
for the global metalliity and energy budget of the galaxy is still unknown.
It is interesting to simulate galaxies whose light and olors are dominated by
young stars (like IZw18 and NGC1569) and to see whether their hemial and
morphologial properties are dominated by a reent burst of star formation
or whether older episodes of SF are required in order to explain some of their
harateristis.
In general, the SF in BCDs is desribed as a bursting proess (Searle et al.
1973), namely, short, intense episodes of SF are separated by long inativity
periods. A gasping mode of SF (long episodes of SF of moderate intensity
separated by short quiesent periods) is instead often used to desribe the
star formation in dIrrs (Apariio & Gallart 1995). Good galaxy andidates
experiening gasping star formation are for instane NGC6822 (Maroni et
al. 1995), Sextans B (Tosi et al. 1991) and the LMC (Gallagher et al. 1996).
These two dierent SF regimes have been tested in the framework of hemial
evolution models (Bradamante et al. 1998; Chiappini et al. 2003a; Romano
et al. 2004), produing similar results, therefore is it not easy to disriminate
between these two dierent SF senarios on the basis of hemial evolution
models alone. Our aim is to simulate the dynamial and hemial evolu-
tion of model galaxies by means of a 2-D hydrodynamial ode in ylindrial
oordinates, oupled with detailed hemial yields. Sine the largest set of
parameters is derived from various observations for IZw18 and NGC1569, we
intend to see whether is it possible to put onstraints on their past SF history.
Despite the dierent lassiation (IZw18 is a BCD galaxy, whereas NGC1569
is often lassied as dIrr), these two objets show similar properties: both
of these objets are in the aftermath of an intense burst of SF, are very
metal poor (0.02 Z⊙ for IZw18, Izotov & Thuan 1999; 0.23 Z⊙ for NGC1569,
González Delgado et al. 1997) and have an extremely large gas ontent.
In spite of their simpliity, the hemial omposition of gas-rih dwarf
galaxies is often peuliar and hardly understandable in terms of losed-box
models. In partiular, the N/O ratios are puzzling. For metalliities larger
than 12 + log (O/H) ∼ 7.8, the log (N/O) is linearly inreasing with the
metalliity, although with a large satter. This is onsistent with a seondary
prodution of nitrogen (N synthesized from the original C and O present
in the star at birth). At lower metalliities, all the galaxies seem to show
a onstant log (N/O) (of the order of -1.55/-1.6), with almost no satter
(Izotov & Thuan 1999; hereafter IT99). This is a typial behaviour of element
produed in a primary way (starting from the C and O newly formed in
the star). Although some spei metal-poor objets seem to ontradit the
existene of the plateau (see e.g. Skillman et al. 2003; Pustilnik et al. 2004),
an explanation is needed in order to understand the behavior of most dwarf
galaxies in this range of metalliities.
This problem has been investigated in several papers and various ideas
have been proposed to solve this puzzle. Izotov & Thuan (1999) proposed
a signiant primary prodution of nitrogen in massive stars, whereas the
models of Henry et al. (2000) were able to explain the low log (N/O) at low
metalliities with a very weak and onstant star formation rate. Reently,
Köppen and Hensler (2004) proposed the infall of metal-poor gas as a meh-
anism able to redue the oxygen abundane of the galaxy, keeping the N/O
ratio onstant. For none of these models, however, a omplete investigation of
the strutural and energeti eets by means of hydrodynamial simulations
have been performed.
Moreover, IZw18 and NGC1569 have been arefully studied in the past
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and now we know, with reasonable auray, the hemial abundanes not
only in the H ii medium, but also in other gas phases. In partiular, reent
FUSE (Far Ultraviolet Spetrosopi Explorer) data allowed two groups of as-
tronomers (Aloisi et al. 2003; Leavelier des Etangs et al. 2004) to alulate
the H i abundanes in IZw18. There is also an attempt to evaluate the hemi-
al omposition of the hot medium in the galati wind of NGC1569, (Martin,
Kobulniky & Hekman 2002). It is hallenging to ompare the results of our
simulations with these observations, in order to see whether is possible to put
additional onstraints on the past SF ativity of IZw18 and NGC1569.
2 Chemial and dynamial evolution of IZw18
We rst desribe the evolution of a model galaxy resembling IZw18. This
objet, the most metal-poor galaxy loally known, has been onsidered in
the past as a truly young galaxy, experiening star formation for the very
rst time, sine old stars ould not be observed. Moreover, the spetral energy
distribution is well desribed assuming a single, reent burst of SF (Mas-Hesse
& Kunth 1999; Takeuhi et al. 2003). An underlying old population of stars
has been rst observed by Aloisi et al. (1999) in the optial and Östlin (2000)
in the infrared, the age of whih being however still disputed. This age ranges
from some hundred Myrs (Aloisi et al. 1999) to a few Gyrs (Östlin 2000).
In the attempt of reproduing the harateristis of IZw18, we onsider
both a bursting and a gasping SF senario. We rst assume a ouple of
instantaneous bursts, separated by a quiesent period of 300-500 Myr. In the
seond subsetion, we will onsider a gasping SF with an old episode of SF
lasting 270 Myr at a SF rate of 6 × 10
−3
M⊙ yr
−1
, a gap of 10 Myr and a
reent burst lasting only 5 Myr and being 5 times more intense then the long-
lasting episode. This SF history has been suggested by Aloisi et al. (1999) by
tting the observed Color-Magnitude diagram of IZw18 with syntheti ones.
In this attempt at reproduing the main harateristis of IZw18, we also
vary the slope of the IMF and the adopted nuleosyntheti yields, both for
massive and for intermediate-mass stars (IMS). The model parameters are
summarized in Table 1.
We use a 2-D hydrodynamial ode with soure terms. The input of energy
and hemial elements into the systems is provided by SNeII (mainly respon-
sible for the prodution of α-elements), SNeIa (soure of most of the iron-peak
elements) and winds from low- and intermediate-mass stars (responsible for
the bulk of nitrogen prodution and for a signiant fration of arbon). In
all the onsidered models we will assume that SNeIa are more eetive than
SNeII in thermalizing the interstellar medium. This is due to the fat that
SNeIa explode in a warmer and more diluted medium, owing to the previous
ativity of SNeII. The details about the ode an be found in Rehi et al.
(2001; 2002).
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2.1 Bursting mode of star formation
The rst (instantaneous) episode of SF produes 10
5
M⊙ of stars and is sep-
arated from the seond one by a quiesent period of 300-500 Myr. We follow
the evolution of the ISM after the rst burst. After the assigned inativity
interval, we alulate how muh old gas is remained in the entral part of
the galaxy and we onvert 10% of this gas into stars. The metalliity of this
new stellar population is given by the metalliity of the gas whih the starts
are formed from. We obtain a seond burst of SF with a mass of ∼ 5 × 10
5
M⊙ and a metalliity of 1/50 Z⊙.
The rst burst is not able to aount for the metalliity of the gas in IZw18.
At the onset of the seond burst, there is a sudden inrease of the oxygen
ontent (and, onsequently, a sudden derease of C/O and N/O abundane
ratios). This mode of SF is therefore haraterized by huge variations of the
hemial omposition of the galaxy on very short timesales. A few tens Myrs
after the onset of the seond burst, N/O and C/O abundane ratios begin to
grow, due to the release of hemial elements from IMS. The results of our
simulations math the abundane ratios found in the literature for two age
intervals of the last burst: between 4 and 7 Myr and between ∼ 40 and ∼
80 Myr. The seond solution does not t neither the morphology nor the
spetral energy distribution of IZw18 and has to be rejeted. The favoured
age of the last burst is then, in the framework of a bursting senario of SF,
between 4 and 7 Myr. This solution has a very short duration, sine the
oxygen abundane is inreasing very rapidly in this phase. Models with a SF
gap of 300 or 500 Myr show approximately the same behaviour.
2.2 Gasping mode of star formation
As we have seen in the previous setion, the bursting mode of SF an t
the observed abundanes and abundane ratios found in literature for IZw18
only in tiny intervals of time. This an also be seen in Fig. 1, where we
have plotted the evolution of a bursting model with 300 Myr of inativity
between two instantaneous bursts (model IZw  1; long-dashed line). This
model rosses the values of log (N/O) and log (O/H) inferred by IT99, but,
as stated in the previous setion, the N/O abundane ratio in partiular shows
large variations on short time-sales and remains within the allowed range of
values only very briey. In this setion we therefore study what happens
if we relax the hypothesis of instantaneous bursts of SF. The way in whih
ontinuous episodes of SF an be treated by our ode is desribed in Rehi
et al. (2004).
Models with Salpeter IMF, yields from massive stars oming from Woosley
& Weaver (1995) and IMS yields oming from the most ited papers (van den
Hoek & Groenewegen 1997; Renzini & Voli 1981) overestimate the nitrogen
ontent of the galaxy by 0.4  0.6 dex and some of them underestimate O/H
(see Rehi et al. 2004). The best t between the observations and the
results of the model is obtained when implementing the yields of both mas-
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Table 1: Parameters for the IZw18 models
Model SF mode
a
x (IMF slope) IMS yields Massive stars yields
IZw  1 bursting 1.35 RV81
b
WW95
c
IZw  2 gasping 1.10 VG97
d
WW95
IZw  3 gasping 1.35 MM02
e
MM02
IZw  4 gasping 1.35 VG97 WW95
a
Bursting (2 instantaneous bursts of SF) or gasping (long episode of SF plus
a reent burst), as desribed in Set. 2.
b
Renzini & Voli (1981)
c
Woosley & Weaver (1995)
d
van den Hoek & Groenewegen (1997)
e
Meynet & Maeder (2002)
sive and IMS from Meynet & Maeder (2002). In their models, nitrogen is
mainly produed in a primary way through rotational diusion of arbon in
the hydrogen-burning shell. This set of nuleosyntheti yields has given good
results in hemial evolution models (Chiappini et al. 2003b) and are there-
fore worth testing in our simulations. Is it, however, neessary to point out
that these models do not take into onsideration the last phases of the stellar
evolution (in partiular the third dredge-up) and may therefore underestimate
the total amount of nitrogen produed in IMS.
The results of this model are shown in Fig. 1 (model IZw  2; dotted line).
This model niely reprodues the log (N/O) of IZw18 and slightly overesti-
mates the observed oxygen ontent. Another possibility to get results loser
to the observations is by using a atter IMF (with a slope of x = 1.1) in
order to produe more oxygen in massive stars. This model is also shown in
Fig. 1 (model IZw  3; short-dashed line). The log (N/O) is ∼ 0.2 dex larger
than the observations, therefore it better reprodues the observations om-
pared with models adopting Salpeter IMF and van den Hoek & Groenewegen
(1997) IMS yields.
It is also worth notiing in Fig. 1 that, after the onset of the seond
burst of SF (i.e. at 280 Myr), the metalliity of the galaxy for the gasping
models (IZw  2 and IZw  3) does not show any sudden inrease, at variane
with what happens in the framework of a bursting senario of SF (model
IZw  1; long-dashed line). This is due to the fat that the rst SF episode
is suiently energeti to reate an outow. The metals produed by the
seond generation of stars are released in a hot medium or diretly hannelled
along the outow. Consequently, they do not have the hane to ool down
to temperatures detetable with the optial spetrosopy. This means that,
if the SF in a galaxy has been ative long enough and has been energeti
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Figure 1: Evolution of 12 + log (O/H) (upper panel) and log (N/O) (lower
panel) for IZw18 models. The solid line represents the observed values found
for IZw18 (IT99). Model parameters are summarized in Table 1.
enough, the last burst of SF does not aet at all the metalliity of the gas.
The so-alled self-pollution of galaxies by freshly produed metals (Kunth &
Sargent 1986) an hold only under partiular onditions, i.e. for the very rst
bursts of SF or if the gap between subsequent episodes is long enough.
Another way to see the dierent hemial evolution of bursting and gasping
models is by plotting the log (N/O) vs. log (O/H) diagram (Fig. 2). The solid
line is the evolution of the IZw  3 model, whereas the behaviour of the IZw 
4 model is shown as dashed line. The bursting model IZw  1 (dotted line) is
plotted starting from the onset of the last burst. In Fig. 2 are also plotted the
most reent data available in literature about O and N abundanes in very
metal-poor galaxies. As stated in the introdution, aording to the results
of IT99, these galaxies form a plateau in this diagram, the (N/O) ratios
being very similar at dierent metalliities. Indeed, isolating the data of IT99
(lled squares and lled triangle), this plateau is pretty evident, whereas,
when adding observations oming from other authors, the satter seems to
inrease. We probably need more statistis and better measurements before
drawing rm onlusions.
Model IZw  4 exeeds the nitrogen of the most metal-poor galaxies (in
partiular the nitrogen of IZw18), whereas model IZw  3 (solid line) mathes
the low log (N/O). It is also worth notiing that for this model it takes ∼ 100
Myr to reah the O abundane of the most metal-poor galaxies (see Fig. 1).
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Figure 2: log (N/O) vs. 12 + log (O/H) in metal-poor BCD galaxies. The
lled triangle is the IZw18 value alulated by IT99. Filled squares are other
galaxies measured by IT99. The olletion of data by van Zee et al. (1997) is
shown in open squares. The measurements by Kobulniky & Skillman (1996)
are indiated by lled pentagons. Crosses represent the values tabulated by
Vílhez & Iglesias-Páramo (2003). The other data points (open triangles)
are taken from dierent soures. Also shown is the evolution in the N/O vs.
O/H plane of two gasping models: model IZw  3 (solid line) and model IZw
 4 (dashed line). The dotted line represent the evolution of model IZw  1
(bursting model), after the onset of the seond burst of SF. Model parameters
are summarized in Table 1
After that, the hemial evolution traks span a tiny region of the diagram for
the remaining ∼ 200 Myr of the evolution of the galaxy. The bursting model
IZw  1 (dotted line) shows instead large abundane variations in very short
time-sales. It takes only ∼ 80 Myr for this model to reah the nal point.
This kind of SF regime would produe a large satter in the log (N/O) vs. log
(O/H) diagram even at low metalliities. Under the hypothesis of a gasping
SF regime the abundane ratios are stable for long time-sales, justifying the
lak of satter and the apparent plateau in the log (N/O) vs. log (O/H)
diagram at low metalliities.
Two reent papers (Aloisi et al. 2003; Leavelier des Etangs et al. 2004)
tried to derive the hemial omposition of the H i medium of IZw18. Even
starting from the same FUSE data, the two papers dier signiantly in the
nal abundane determinations. In partiular, Leavelier des Etangs et al.
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(2004) found an oxygen abundane in the neutral medium similar to the O/H
derived in the H ii regions, whereas Aloisi et al. (2003) obtained an O abun-
dane a fator ∼ 34 lower than in the ionized gas. Due to the larger oxygen,
the N/O ratio alulated by Leavelier des Etangs et al. (2004) is muh below
the observations in the H ii regions. The determination of Aloisi et al. (2003)
is instead similar to the N/O found the in the ionized phase. In our models,
we nd a slight underabundane of O in the neutral medium, but not enough
to justify the observations of Aloisi et al. (2003). The alulated log (N/O)
is instead more onsistent with the determinations of Leavelier des Etangs
et al. (2004) (see Rehi et al. 2004). Due to the dierenes in the results
of these two groups, no robust onstraints an be imposed by means of this
omparison. A more areful parametrial study of gasping models for IZw18
will be presented in a forthoming paper (Rehi et al. 2005, in prep.)
3 Chemial and dynamial evolution of NGC1569
We adopt the same hydrodynamial ode desribed in the previous setion to
model a galaxy resembling NGC1569, a prototypial starburst galaxy. This
galaxy is partiularly valuable as a ase study due to its proximity (2.2 Mp a-
ording to Israel (1988); 1.95 or 2.8 Mp aording to Makarova & Karahent-
sev (2003)). It onsists of two super star lusters (SSCs), with an absolute
separation of 8085 p. The IMF slope of the SSCs is well onstrained by the
luminosity/mass ratio and is lose to the Salpeter slope (Sternberg 1998). The
stellar population in NGC1569 is dominated by stars younger than a few tens
Myrs, the majority of whih are found in two prominent super star lusters
(Anders et al. 2004), although the presene of older stars have been inferred
(Vallenari & Bomans 1996; Greggio et al. 1998).
We therefore adopted two possible SF histories for NGC1569. The rst is
a single burst of star formation, lasting for 25 Myr. The SF rate inferred by
Greggio et al. (1998), assuming a Salpeter IMF, is 0.5 M⊙ yr
−1
. A weaker
SF rate for the present burst (0.13 M⊙ yr
−1
) has been found in more reent
studies of the CMD diagram of NGC1569 (Angeretti et al. 2005). Martin et
al. (2002), by tting the Hα luminosity, found a SF rate of 0.16 M⊙ yr
−1
for
the last burst. Given the unertainties of this value, we keep the SF rate as a
free parameter.
A more omplex episode of SF has been reently disovered by Angeretti
et al. (2005) and is haraterized by 3 episodes of SF. The rst happened
between 600 and 300 Myr ago at a rate of 0.05 M⊙ yr
−1
. This episode is
followed by a period of inativity of 150 Myr and then by a seond episode
lasting 110 Myr at a SF rate of 0.04 M⊙ yr
−1
. After a short quiesent period
(3 Myr) the last episode of SF started. The onset of this episode is therefore
37 Myr ago, lasting until 13 Myr ago (24 Myr of duration in total, onsistent
with the estimates of Anders et al. 2004) at a rate of 0.13 M⊙ yr
−1
. It is
worth pointing out that, in this work, the stars in a eld of 200 × 200 p have
been analyzed and, therefore, the gaps in the SF proess might be spurious.
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Table 2 summarizes the parameters adopted to model NGC1569.
Table 2: Parameters for the NGC1569 models
Model SF episodes SF rate (M⊙ yr
−1
) Mgas (M⊙)
NGC  1 1 0.1 10
8
NGC  2 1 0.5 10
8
NGC  3 3 0.05; 0.04; 0.13 10
8
NGC  4 3 0.05; 0.04; 0.13 1.8 × 10
8
3.1 Single episode of star formation
In the models desribed in this setion, the SF lasts for 25 Myr and the SF
rate is a free parameter. We have simulated two model galaxies: one with
a SF rate of 0.1 M⊙ yr
−1
(model NGC  1) and one with a rate of 0.5 M⊙
yr
−1
(model NGC  2; see Table 2). It is hard to ne-tune the SF rate: a
large rate (model NGC  1) injets a large amount of energy into the ISM.
This energy drives a very powerful galati wind, able to push away from the
galaxy most of the pristine gas at variane with what is observed in NGC1569.
On the other hand, in the model with a lower SF rate (model NGC  2), the
oxygen produed by massive stars does not reah the observed abundane of
NGC1569 of 12 + log (O/H) = 8.19 (Kobulniky & Skillman 1997). In Fig.
3 we plot the evolution of oxygen and N/O for the model NGC  1. As we
an see, this model is neither able to explain the amount of oxygen present in
the galaxy nor the (N/O) abundane ratio.
As antiipated in the introdution, Martin et al. (2002) were able to give
an estimate of the metalliity of the hot X-ray emitting gas in the galati
wind. This information ompletes the puzzle of understanding the metal en-
rihment. Even if the single-burst models are not able to aount for the
hemial and morphologial properties of NGC1569, it is none the less inter-
esting to alulate the metalliity of the hot gas (i.e. of the gas with tem-
peratures larger than 0.3 keV) and ompare it with the estimates of Martin
et al. (2002). This omparison is shown in Fig. 4 for the NGC  2 model.
At the moment of the onset of a galati wind, the oxygen abundane of the
hot phase is already 1/4 of solar. It inreases up to 2 times solar after ∼
50 Myr from the beginning of the burst. The arrows drawn in the plot rep-
resent the estimates of the oxygen ontent of the galati wind of NGC1569
(best t; upper and lower limits). The oxygen omposition of the hot gas
inreases ontinuously in this phase sine, after 50 Myr, massive stars are still
exploding and releasing oxygen into the interstellar medium. At later times
however, the oxygen omposition begins to derease due to the larger fration
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Figure 3: Evolution of 12 + log (O/H) (left panel) and log (N/O) (right
panel) for a NGC1569 model with a single episode of SF at a rate of 0.1 M⊙
yr
−1
(model NGC  1; solid lines). The dashed lines are the observed values
found by Kobulniky & Skillman (1997).
of pristine gas ablated from the supershell and entrained in the galati wind.
The [O/Fe℄ ratio is initially larger than solar due to the fat that the break-
out ours when SNeIa are not yet releasing their energy and metals into the
ISM. At later times, sine the SNeIa ejet their produts from the galaxy very
easily (Rehi et al. 2001), the [O/Fe℄ ratio dereases. The observations of
Martin et al. (2002) point toward a galati wind dominated by α-elements,
therefore the outow is probably still triggered by SNeII.
3.2 Three episodes of star formation
As shown in the previous setion, single SF bursts of short durations are not
able to aount for the global properties of NGC1569. We therefore desribe
in this setion the evolution of models in whih the SF is a gasping proess,
ourring in 3 dierent episodes as explained in Set. 3. Sine in this ase
the SF rate is no longer a free parameter, we deide to explore the eet of
a dierent initial ISM distribution. In partiular, we onsider a light model
(model NGC  3), in whih the total galati H i mass at the beginning of
the simulation is ∼ 10
8
M⊙ and a model with a fator of 2 more gas initially
present inside the galaxy (model NGC  4; see Table 2). Sine there are still
unertainties about the total gas mass of NGC1569 (see e.g. Stil & Israel 2002;
10
Figure 4: Evolution of 12 + log (O/H) (upper panel panel) and [O/Fe℄
abundane ratio (lower panel) for the hot gas entrained in the galati wind for
the model NGC  2 (see Table 2). The arrows indiate the oxygen abundane
of the galati wind inferred by Martin et al. (2002).
Mühle et al. 2003) one has the freedom to test dierent values of the initial
mass and to see whih one is more appropriate to reprodue the harateristis
of NGC1569. We adopt hereafter the nuleosyntheti presriptions of Meynet
&Maeder (2002), sine they seem to give the better desription of the hemial
properties of IZw18 (see Set. 2), bearing in mind that the predited nitrogen
an be a lower limit.
In Fig. 5 we show the evolution of oxygen (upper panel) and log (N/O)
(lower panel) for the models NGC  3 (dashed lines) and NGC  4 (dotted
lines) and we ompare them with the abundanes derived from Kobulniky &
Skillman (1997) (solid lines). At the end of the simulations (after ∼ 600 Myr),
the oxygen is reprodued niely by the model NGC  4 and also model NGC
 3 is lose to the observed value. It is worth notiing that the outow reated
by the pressurized gas is very weak in the NGC  4 model and of moderate
intensity for the model NGC  3. The fration of oxygen lost through the
galati wind is larger in the light model. In the rst hundreds of Myrs the
oxygen abundane predited by the model NGC  3 is larger, sine it is diluted
by a smaller amount of hydrogen. At later times, however, the O abundane
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predited by this model slightly dereases with time, sine some oxygen is
expelled from the galaxy.
Figure 5: Evolution of 12 + log (O/H) (upper panel) and log (N/O) (lower
panel) for two NGC1569 models in whih the Angeretti et al. (2005) SF
history is implemented. The solid line represents the observed values found
for NGC1569 (Kobulniky & Skillman 1997). The dashed line is the evolution
of model NGC  3, whereas the dotted line shows the evolution of model NGC
 4 (see Table 2).
The nal log (N/O) predited by these models are − 1.47 (model NGC
 3) and − 1.44 (model NGC  4). These values slightly underestimate the
observations of Kobulniky & Skillman (1997), but are still reasonably lose
to it, onsidering the observational errors (0.05 dex).
3.3 Model with a big infalling loud
Observations show the presene of extended H i louds and omplexes sur-
rounding NGC1569 (Stil & Israel 1998). In partiular, there is a series of gas
lumps in the southern halo probably onneted with a H i arm present in
the western side of the galaxy. These H i features an be attributed to the
debris of a tidally disrupted big loud infalling towards NGC1569 (Mühle et
al. 2005). The mass of this omplex is diult to asses. The lower limit
given by Mühle et al. (2005) is 1.2 × 10
7
M⊙ (the sum of the mass of all the
deteted groups of louds), but some H i ould have been already areted.
If this omplex is similar to the high veloity louds in the Loal Group, one
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Figure 6: Evolution of 12 + log (O/H) (left panel) and log (N/O) (right
panel) for a NGC1569 models in whih the infall of a big loud towards the
enter of the galaxy is taken into onsideration.
has to expet masses larger than a few 10
7
M⊙ (Blitz et al. 1999). As a
rst attempt to study the eet of a big loud infalling towards the galaxy,
we assume a mass of 2 × 10
7
M⊙. The initial position of the loud is 2 kp
away from the enter of the galaxy along the polar axis (due to the assumed
symmetry of the system, this is the only reasonable initial onguration). The
infalling veloity of this loud is 10 km s
−1
, similar to the loal sound speed,
and its radius is 1 kp. The other strutural parameters are as in model NGC
 3 (see Table 2).
The evolution of oxygen and log (N/O) for this model is shown in Fig.
6. The development of the galati wind is hampered by the pressure of this
big infalling loud and, onsequently, no major outow is developed during
the simulation. The oxygen abundane is therefore always inreasing, sine
only a negligible fration of it is lost from the galaxy. The nal log (N/O) is
onsistent with the observations, whereas this model underestimates the nal
oxygen ontent of the galaxy (by ∼ 0.15 dex). This is due to the fat that
the big loud on its path towards the galaxy sweeps up and drags some gas
initially present in the outer regions of the galaxy. The nal gas mass inside
the galaxy is therefore larger than the initial one. It is worth notiing that the
prominent outow visible in NGC1569 (Martin et al. 2002) deviates from the
results of this simulation. Therefore, we either have to onsider a larger input
of energy into the system or have to onsider a dierent infall diretion of the
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loud. Indeed, observations show that this H i omplex seems to wrap around
the disk of NGC1569 and to approah the galaxy from the western side. A
more areful parametrial study of model galaxies reproduing NGC1569 will
be presented in a forthoming paper (Rehi & Hensler 2005, in prep.)
4 Conlusions
By means of a 2-D hydrodynamial ode, we have studied the hemial and
dynamial evolution of model galaxies resembling IZw18 and NGC1569, two
gas-rih dwarf galaxies in the aftermath of an intense burst of SF. We have
onsidered in both ases either episodes of SF of short duration (bursting SF),
or more omplex SF behaviours, in whih the galaxies have experiened in the
past long-lasting episodes of SF, separated from the last more intense burst
by short periods of inativity (gasping star formation).
Models with a bursting star formation are generally unable to aount
for the hemial and morphologial properties of these two objets. In the
ase of IZw18, they produe huge variations of the hemial omposition of
the galaxy in short time-sales. They are able to t at the same time the
C, N, O omposition of IZw18, but only for very short time intervals. This
pattern of the hemial traks would presumably give rise to a large satter
in the abundane ratios. The observations available nowadays disagree with
this senario, sine most metal-poor galaxies seem to share the same [N/O℄
abundane ratio (IT99). In the ase of NGC1569, models with a single short
episodes of SF either severely underprodue O or injet too muh energy into
the system, enough to unbind a too large fration of the gas initially present
in the galaxy.
The best way to reprodue the hemial omposition of both, IZw18 and
NGC1569, is therefore assuming long-lasting, ontinuous episodes of SF of
some hundreds Myrs of age and a reent and more intense short burst. Adopt-
ing the star formation presriptions derived from the omparison of the olor-
magnitude diagrams with syntheti ones (Aloisi et al. 1999 for IZw18; An-
geretti et al. 2005 for NGC1569) we produe results in good agreement with
the observations, if the yields of Meynet & Maeder (2002) are implemented.
For what onerns NGC1569, a model in whih a big loud is falling to-
wards the enter of the galaxy along the polar axis inhibits almost ompletely
the formation of a galati wind, at variane with what observed.
In most models with gasping star formation, the presently observed hem-
ial omposition of the galaxy reets mostly the hemial enrihment from
old stellar populations. In fat, if the rst episodes of SF are powerful enough
to reate a galati wind or to heat up a large fration of the gas surrounding
the star forming region, the metals produed by the last burst of star forma-
tion are released in a too hot medium or are diretly expelled from the galaxy
through the wind. They do not have the hane to pollute the surrounding
medium and ontribute to the hemial enrihment of the galaxy.
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